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Fig. 1 - S2 (21.05.2020) - Ore-rich region of Pilbara, Western Australia.
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The economic and demographic development of Western Australia state is largely due to its natural resources in ore, oil and gas. The state's major
export commodities include iron-ore, alumina, crude oil and liquefied natural gas (LNG), nickel, gold, ammonia, wheat, wool, and live sheep and
cattle. In global terms, Western Australia is a significant producer of a wide range of resource commodities. Australia is the world's largest producer
of both bauxite and alumina, with half of national production coming from Western Australia.

Mining in Western Australia, together with the petroleum industry in the state, accounted for 94% of the State's and 41% of Australia's income
from total merchandise exports in 2018–19. The state of Western Australia hosted 127 principal mining projects and hundreds of smaller quarries
and mines. The principal projects produced more than 99 per cent of the industry's total sales value.

In 2018–19, Western Australia's extraction industry, had a value of $145 billion (of which 77% was created by the mining industry), up from $43
billion in 2005–06. Iron ore was, in 2018–19, the most important commodity in Western Australia, accounting for 54 percent of sales in the state's
mineral and petroleum industry. The oil and gas sector followed in second place with 26% of the overall value. The third most important
commodity in the state was gold, with 8 percent of the overall value. Alumina and bauxite sales accounted for 6 per cent of total sales.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/5f2bed6dff8b4477b1029081720d6a99
mailto:svp@visioterra.fr
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/782eefcbbc704c249b80e830bfc8fcd3
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Fig. 2 - S1 (23.05.2020) - The Hamersley Range counts several major mines. 3D view

 
Left: WA mineral and petroleum exports 2017–18: $109.6 Billion - Source: DMIRS and ABS
Right: WA mineral and petroleum exports 2017–18: $109.6 Billion - Source: DMIRS and ABS

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/dabc7c8c54a740f0958a700f06f25608
http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/Documents/About-Us-Careers/Stats_Digest_2018-19.pdf
http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/Documents/About-Us-Careers/Stats_Digest_2018-19.pdf
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Fig. 3 - S2 (22.05.2016) - Mines show in yellow on this composite.

Fig. 4 - S2 (22.05.2016)
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Calla Wahlquist published several article on the Guardian relative to these mines since they often compete for space with aboriginal sites. Recently
a 46000-year-old Aboriginal site has been destroyed to extend a mine. On 5 Jun 2020, she wrote: Chris Salisbury, "the head of Rio Tinto’s iron ore
division said he has 'taken accountability' for the destruction of a 46,000-year-old Aboriginal heritage site but refused to give a direct answer when
asked if the company knew traditional owners did not want the rock shelter destroyed, saying: 'clearly, there was a misunderstanding'." "'We are
sorry for the distress we have caused,' 'We pay our respects to the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura People (PKKP),' he said."

2D view

All this happened legally, after "Rio Tinto received ministerial consent under section 18 of that legislation to destroy two rock shelters in Juukan
Gorge. Consent was granted by the then minister for Aboriginal affairs in Western Australia in 2013, one year before an archeological survey,
approved by Rio, found the site was of high archeological significance and showed signs of human occupation dating back 46,000 years, including
throughout the last ice age. It’s the only known site in inland Western Australia to show that continued occupation." "The 2014 survey was a
salvage mission that gathered more than 7,000 artefacts, including a plaited belt made from human hair that DNA testing revealed belonged to the
direct ancestors of PKKP alive today, and tools and grinding stones which showed those tools had been in use far earlier than archeologists
previously believed. The artefacts remain in Rio Tinto’s possession."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/de4ce4d4bbd44be88492b8a032b47e76
https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/jun/05/rio-tinto-blames-misunderstanding-for-destruction-of-46000-year-old-aboriginal-site
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/f3e916428e4240fcaa013ff7cc6307aa
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Fig. 5 - S1 (23.05.2020)

Fig. 6 - S2 (22.05.2016) - South Flank area in 2016.
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In her article published previous on 26 May 2020, she reminds one of the causes: "the outdated Aboriginal Heritage Act does not allow for a
consent to be renegotiated on the basis of new information. So despite regular meetings with Rio Tinto, the Puutu Kunti Kurrama and Pinikura
(PKKP) Aboriginal Corporation was unable to stop the blast from going ahead. 'It’s one of the most sacred sites in the Pilbara region … we wanted
to have that area protected,' PKKP director Burchell Hayes told Guardian Australia."

2D view

In the neighbouring South Flank project, BHP states: "South Flank will be one of the world’s largest iron ore operations integrating the latest
advances in autonomous-ready fleets, digital connectivity and modular design."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/fdc08a6eed4b419aae906632b64ef33b
https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2020/may/26/rio-tinto-blasts-46000-year-old-aboriginal-site-to-expand-iron-ore-mine
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/48957a83a32e46d98f6a57c882312141
https://www.bhp.com/our-approach/work-with-us/south-flank/
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Fig. 7 - S2 (21.05.2020) - South Flank area in 2020, multiple mine development are visible.

Fig. 8 - S1 (08.05.2015) - Radar view South Flank area in 2015.
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After the publicity of the destruction caused by Rio Tinto, BHP has had to revise its position, reported Eliza Borrello on 11 June 2020 for ABC
Australia: "BHP had planned to destroy up to 40 sites sacred to the Banjima people to make way for its $4.5 billion South Flank mine, near
Newman in WA's Pilbara. The company was granted approval to do so by WA Aboriginal Affairs Minister Ben Wyatt on May 29. But BHP today
released a statement from a spokeswoman saying it was putting its plans on ice. 'We will not disturb the sites identified without further extensive
consultation with the Banjima people,' the statement said."

2D view

The Australian government may now be more conscious of the problem as they try to ensure long term protection of the most important sites, but
a choice will have to be made between sites conservation and economic development, says Calla Wahlquist: "The federal government on Friday
lodged a submission for the Murujuga cultural landscape on Western Australia’s Burrup Peninsula to be included on Australia’s world heritage
tentative list, the first formal step toward achieving global recognition for the 50,000-year-old gallery of more than one million petroglyphs. Damage
caused by industrial development could undermine efforts to achieve recognition for WA’s Murujuga cultural landscape, the country’s largest
collection of rock art."

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/81f63575e94d4e9b9e1fe3307977cd65
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-06-11/bhp-halts-aboriginal-site-destruction-after-rio-tinto-protests/12345566
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/3944a087ab674988bd783445fe2871b6
https://www.theguardian.com/artanddesign/2020/jan/29/australia-lodges-world-heritage-submission-for-50000-year-old-burrup-peninsula-rock-art
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Fig. 9 - S1 (23.05.2020) - Radar view South Flank area in 2020.

Fig. 10 - S2 (22.05.2016) - A nearby location, north-west of South Flank.
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https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/165588c1fcb845569f1a976eafc2bc1b
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/ac6bff25b81243a890cee21d9731f13f
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Fig. 11 - S2 (21.05.2020) - In yellow & green, new railway sections have since been developed to transport the ore to the coastal ports. 2D view

 
Map of extraction projects in Western Australia - Source
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